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Aisupetaru Kurisutaru

Aisupetaru Kurisutaru (Yamataigo: アイスペタルクリスタル, Trade: Crystal Icepetal) is a player character
played by Valona Longweave.

Aisupetaru Kurisutaru (Crystal Icepetal)

Species & Gender: Female Nekovalkyrja (Type 33)
Date of Birth: 7日 1月 YE 37
Organization: Star Army Reserve

Occupation:  08A Medical Doctor (Officer)
07 Sciences (Primarily Psychology)

Rank: Chui
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Physical Description

Kuri is a white-skinned, very curvy Neko, with a generous bust and thick, meaty thighs. She has relatively
long cyan hair, that fades into purple highlights. Her ears are Neko style, and she has a tail, both sharing
these hair colours. Her eyes are a darker blue than her hair, and she wears glasses. She tries to take
good care of her hair, despite her busy job, and this is easily shown in how good it looks. She is a bit
shorter than the average Neko, at 1.45m (4' 9”) tall, although, due to her generous bust and thighs, she
weighs around the average of 45kg (99lbs).
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Personality

Crystal can be quite shy in social situations, even often having a noticeable stutter. However, when doing
her work, speaking of it, or just speaking in a professional situation, it is easily noticed that this stutter
fades, either partially or completely, and she can easily speak, being a much more professional person
than social.

Crystal is a pansexual, more attracted to a person's personality and inner self than their outside self,
although does show a preference towards females over males, so much so, that she would easily
consider casual flings or relationships with females, while with a male, she more feels that they'd have to
be right, or 'the one', for her, in most cases, with their personality, for her to consider them. Despite her
shy, almost introverted nature outside of her work, she also feels quite open about relationships and
love, once she gets her feelings out to a person, and would quite easily consider an open, or poly,
relationship.

History

Aisupetaru Kurisutaru (Trade: Crystal Icepetal) was created on 7日 1月 YE 37. As with all Neko, she then
went into training. It was after the socialization training when she met Elenor Arturius, who had recently
gone into training after gaining her Neko body. She ended up viewing Elenor as something of a sister,
even if Elenor didn't necessarily feel the same way in return to her.

After her basic training, she went on to go through medical training, learning all the skills necessary to be
a medic in the Star Army. Deciding she would much prefer being a specialized ship's doctor, and not a
field medic, she went through officer training, taking specialized medical training for psychology.

In YE 40 she joined the YSS Artemis, taking over the position of Ship's Doctor, and head of Medical on the
ship, from the previous holder of the position, after being promoted to Chui, for her service. She soon
learned that Elenor would be joining the crew, as well, and decided to prepare to reunite with her 'sister'
from training. She is still aboard the Artemis as of YE 42.

Skills Learned

Aisupetaru Kurisutaru has the Star Army Common Skills and the Neko Abilities , along with:

Medical and Science - Crystal has trained in both standard medical procedures for medics in the
SAOY, and undergone specialist training in psychology. She has shown great skill in both, even in
her relatively short career, both as a ship's doctor and in general. Along with training professionally
in medical sciences, Crystal has studied other fields of science, mostly social sciences such as
Xenology and Linguistics, as a field of interest, and to better help her medical abilities. She is also
interested in all sciences and is interested in learning from other professionals, along with
whatever she may come across on her journeys as part of the SAOY.
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Knowledge - Crystal, along with medical and scientific knowledge, has trained in SAOY history and
law in the YSE, as part of her officer training. She also has knowledge in the arts and computers, as
personal interests.
Leadership - As part of her officer training, Crystal has trained in the art of leadership, both in
public speaking and in general. Additionally, her training in psychology means she can easily and
deeply understand the minds of her subordinates, knowing just how to word things for people to
understand her meaning, and can use her knowledge of speech to use in diplomatic encounters.
Despite her shy, somewhat introverted nature outside of her work, inside her work, she can speak
very professionally and well.
Entertainment - Crystal is an enthusiast of music, specifically more classical instruments, and,
over time, has learned how to play the violin and piano (and, by extension, keyboard). She often
plays either one of her instruments in her quarters, during her spare time.
Communication - Along with her neko communication abilities, Crystal has studied various
languages from all across the sector, which aid in her ability as a psychologist and doctor, being
able to speak with patients in their own tongue, which sometimes can help in any therapy or
psychological check-ups with others she works with.
Arts and Vocations - Other than the musical arts, Crystal is a patron of the arts, of all forms.
Other than studying or making music in her free time, she can be found drawing, or writing. For
visual arts, she prefers to draw things such as landscapes and scenic views, than people or objects.
Technology Operation - Much like the arts and science, Crystal has an interest in computers, and
has studied some coding, both general coding, and some specific coding, such as coding for VR
rooms.

Social Connections

Aisupetaru Kurisutaru (Crystal Icepetal) is connected to:

Elenor Arturius - Former Training Partner, 'Sister', Current Shipmate
Takanashi Fusami - Superior Officer and Captain on the YSS Artemis
The rest of the Crew of the YSS Artemis

Inventory & Finance

Aisupetaru Kurisutaru (Crystal Icepetal) has the following:

Star Army Standard Issue Items
Star Army Officer Sword, Type 40
Star Army Datapad, Type 33
A violin, stored in her personal quarters
A Te-G5 Adante Keyboard, stored in her personal quarters
A Comfort Bed, in her quarters
A few Chrome Eggs
6 Graviton Projector Equipped Brassieres
Civilian clothing
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Aisupetaru Kurisutaru (Crystal Icepetal) currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by valona_longweave on 03, 14 2020 at 22:32 using the Character Template
Form.

In the case valona_longweave becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Aisupetaru Kurisutaru
Character Owner Valona Longweave
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Current Location Fort Victory Reserve Center
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Chui
SAOY Occupation Star Army Medical
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
DOR Year YE 40
Orders Orders
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